xtraocular muscles (EOMs) are specialized to perform a diverse repertoire of eye movements, including high-speed saccades, slow pursuit and vergence movements, and maintenance of steady fixation. These functional intricacies are reflected in the complex fiber types seen in EOMs, which differ remarkably from somatic muscle fibers. In addition, the EOMs are normally divided into two distinct compartments or layers. 1 The peripheral orbital layer lies along the EOM surface, facing the orbital wall. This layer encloses a second portion, the global layer, lying closer to the globe. In some species, the two layers are separated by an internal perimysium. The orbital layer contains small-diameter fibers with numerous mitochondria and abundant blood vessels. The global layer contains relatively large-diameter fibers with variable mitochondrial content and fewer vessels. The distinction between the orbital and global layers in EOM is discernible by histochemistry, particularly in regard to aerobic versus anaerobic metabolism. Fibers in the orbital layer stain intensely for oxidative enzymes, whereas both the staining intensity and proportion of oxidative fibers gradually decrease through the global layer. By contrast, the activity associated with glycolytic enzymes is more intense in the global layer and is weak in the orbital layer.
1 Some known molecular differences, including myosin heavy chain isoform composition, further characterize the two layers and six fiber types. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] Structural compartmentalization is not unique to EOM, but its significance has been unclear. 8, 9 However, recent findings suggested a novel mechanism (the active pulley hypothesis) that correlates the distinctive properties of the orbital and global muscle layers with layer-specific division of labor. Each rectus and oblique EOM passes through a collagenous pulley located near the globe equator in Tenon's fascia. 10 -12 Pulleys are, in turn, coupled to the orbital wall, adjacent EOMs, and equatorial Tenon's fascia by bands containing collagen, elastin, and smooth muscle. The abundant elastic fibers in and around pulleys provide reversible extensibility to these resilient tissues. Pulleys have important implications for EOM action, redefining the functional origin of an EOM at its pulley. Several lines of evidence, including magnetic resonance imaging, gross examinations, surgical exposures, and histologic studies in humans and monkeys, indicate that the orbital layer of each rectus muscle inserts on its corresponding pulley, whereas only the global layer inserts on the sclera. The orbital layer thus controls linear translation of the pulley, regulating the EOM's pulling direction in primary and secondary gaze positions, whereas the global layer is responsible for eye rotation. 11, 13 Consistent with the view of a tight interrelationship between the orbital layer, pulley, and eye movement control, the more restricted oculomotor repertoire of rodents is accompanied by less well-developed orbital layers and muscle pulleys than in primates. 14 Our hypothesis was that the substantial anatomic differences in the two EOM layers are consistent with divergent functions in control of pulley and eye movements. Muscle fibers composing the orbital layer must be adapted to the continuous elastic load of the pulley suspension system, whereas those in the global layer require properties to oppose the intermittent, viscous load of the antagonist EOM. 11 For a better understand of the structural-functional characteristics of the two layers, we used contemporary oligonucleotide microarray technology to identify muscle-layer-specific transcriptional profiles.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals and Tissue Preparation
Two 4-month-old male macaque monkeys (Macaca mulatta) reared in a normal 12-hour light and dark cycle were euthanatized. These same animals represented control subjects for studies of the peripheral and central consequences of monocular deprivation. 15 Medial (MR) and lateral (LR) rectus muscle bellies were dissected from origin to myotendinous junction, from both the orbits. Muscles from one orbit of each monkey were embedded in optimal cutting temperature (OCT) compound (Sakura Finetek, Torrance, CA) and snap frozen in liquid nitrogen for cryostat sectioning and laser capture microdissection (LCM) of the individual EOM orbital and global layers, followed by RNA extraction. Muscles from the second orbit of both monkeys were frozen directly in liquid nitrogen for RNA extraction from the whole muscle. Thus, this provided two independent replicates each of the orbital layers O1 and O2, global layers G1 and G2, whole MR muscles MR1 and MR2, and whole LR muscles LR1 and LR2. All animal procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees at Case Western Reserve University and Emory University and were in accordance with the ARVO Statement for the Use of Animals in Ophthalmic and Vision Research.
Laser Capture Microdissection
From each OCT-embedded rectus muscle, we prepared 10-m-thick frozen sections on membrane (pet foil)-coated slides (Leica, Wetzlar, Germany). The slides were immediately frozen on dry ice and then stored at Ϫ70°C for subsequent microdissection. Since longitudinal variations in muscle fiber traits are well described for the orbital layer of the EOM, 1 we restricted microdissection and collection of layer samples to the endplate region of the muscle. For this purpose, step serial sections were stained with Texas red-conjugated ␣-bungarotoxin to confirm the presence of en-plaque endplates in the sections of both the orbital and global layers.
For LCM, rapid toluidine blue staining was used to identify the layers. The sections were immersed in the relevant fixatives or staining solutions (20% alcohol, 0.05% toluidine blue) for 30 seconds each, followed by dehydration with graded alcohol concentrations (75%, 95%, and 100%) for 20 seconds each. An LCM system was used for laser capture of muscle layers (Biosystems AS LCM; Leica). Figure 1A shows an example of a laser-captured orbital layer segment.
RNA Isolation, Linear Amplification from LCM-Generated Tissue, Target Preparation, and Hybridization to Microarrays
We pooled LCM microdissectates from 15 to 18 sections for both the orbital layer (samples O1 and O2) and global layer (samples G1 and G2) from each MR. Total RNA was isolated from the pooled tissue (PicoPure RNA isolation kit; Arcturus, Mountain View, CA). T7-based amplification then was used to obtain sufficient RNA, since it amplifies without distorting gene-to-gene ratios (i.e., linear amplification). Briefly, we used two rounds of RNA amplification in which 100 to 250 ng of total RNA was used as starting material. First-strand synthesis yielded cDNA incorporating a T7 promoter, and second-strand synthesis yielded double-stranded cDNA (cDNA synthesis kit; Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). After cDNA isolation, in vitro transcription (IVT) using T7 RNA polymerase yielded amplified RNA (aRNA; MEGAscript kit; Ambion, Austin, TX). Then, aRNA was used in the second round of amplification for first-strand synthesis with random primer and secondstrand synthesis with T7 promoter primer. This yielded doublestranded cDNA that was used in a second IVT reaction to generate biotinylated cRNA using T7 RNA polymerase and biotin-labeled nucleotides (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA); 40 to 80 m of biotin-labeled cRNA was produced per reaction. The biotinylated cRNA was run on a gel to assess the probe size. As seen in Figure 1B , the cRNA size generated for all samples was uniform and in the range of the size of the probes on the Affymetrix microarrays, ϳ600 bp. Total RNA was extracted from the whole-muscle samples, in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions (TRIzol; Invitrogen-Gibco, Rockville, MD). RNA pellets were resuspended at 1 g RNA/L diethyl pyrocarbonate-treated water. Biotinylated cRNA was generated according to the manufacturer's protocol (Affymetrix), as described previously. 16, 17 Hybridization of LCM or whole muscle cRNA to human U133A and -B array sets (Affymetrix). After purification and fragmentation, 15 g of cRNA was used in a 300-L hybridization mixture containing spiked IVT controls. Approximately 200 L of mixture was hybridized to DNA microarrays for 16 hours at 45°C. Standard posthybridization wash and double-stain protocols were performed on a fluidics station, and the microarrays were scanned (GeneChip Fluidics Station 400; Affymetrix; and Gene Array Scanner; Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, CA).
Microarray Data Analysis
A computer was used was used for initial data processing and n-fold ratio analyses (Microarray Suite [MAS], software version 5.0; Affymetrix). Pair-wise comparisons were made between each of the different muscle group samples obtained from the same monkey (e.g., LR 1 vs. MR 1, LR 2 vs. MR 2, O1 vs. G1). Transcripts defined as differentially regulated met the criteria of: (1) consistent increased/ decreased call versus control in both replicates (Affymetrix computed measure representing confidence in gene expression differences based on Wilcoxon's signed rank test) and (2) absolute average twofold difference or more. In the HG-U133 set of arrays, 11 probe pairs typically represent each transcript. The MAS 5.0 algorithm assesses probe pair perfect match (PM) and mismatch (MM) saturation differences; calculates a probability; and determines increase, decrease, or no change calls. Any transcripts with expression intensity below 400 for all the samples were excluded since distortion of the n-fold difference results when expression levels are low and may be within the level of background noise. Lists of all differentially expressed genes between the orbital and global layers of MR obtained using MAS are in Supplemental Table 1 at www.iovs.org/cgi/content/full/45/9/3055/ DC1.
Differential gene expression by n-fold difference ratios was also computed from the microarray data using the Robust Mutichip Average (RMA) algorithm, as implemented on computer (ArrayAssist software, version 2.0; Iobion Informatics, La Jolla, CA). This algorithm analyzes the microarray data in three steps: a background adjustment, quantile normalization, and finally summation of the probe intensities for each probe set using a log scale linear additive model for the log transform of (background corrected, normalized) PM intensities. Here, the comparisons were not pair-wise, because the software generates the average of the baseline files to which each experimental file can be compared (i.e., LR1 and LR2 were compared to the average of MR1 and MR2, and O1 and O2 were compared to the average of G1 and G2). 18 Data from the RMA algorithm are in Supplemental Table 2 at www.iovs. org/cgi/content/full/45/9/3055/DC1.
Data were visualized as a hierarchical dendrogram generated on computer (GeneSpring software, ver. 4.2.1; Silicon Genetics, Redwood City, CA). Annotations provided by Affymetrix for all probe sets were replaced with the official gene nomenclature using resources provided by the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI).
Quantitative PCR
Select transcripts were verified in triplicate by quantitative (q)PCR, using the same samples as were used in the microarray studies. Briefly, transcript-specific primers were designed on computer (Primer Express software; Applied Biosystems, Inc.
[ABI], Foster City, CA), with the use of NCBI BLAST to ensure specificity of each primer pair. Reverse transcription was performed on 100 ng total RNA with the superscript first-strand synthesis system (Invitrogen). qPCR used a PCR core reagent (SYBR green; ABI) in a 25-L volume, with a sequencedetection instrument (model 7000; ABI) Glyceraldehyde phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) was used as an internal positive control to ensure that equivalent amounts of RNA were included in each assay. Mean n-fold changes between the orbital and global layers were calculated by averaging of triplicate measurements for each gene. The relative n-fold difference in calculation used the 2-⌬⌬CT method.
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In Situ Hybridization
The sequence of the skeletal actinin 3 (ACTN3) and CSRP3-specific oligonucleotide primers was deduced by PCR. PCR product was subcloned into the pCR II vector by using a TA cloning kit (Invitrogen) and fragment sequence was confirmed by sequencing. Digoxigenin (DIG)-labeled cRNA probes (antisense and sense probes) were made by in vitro transcription according to the manufacturers protocol (Roche Applied Science, Indianapolis, IN) and cellular localization of ACTN3 and CSRP3 transcripts was performed by nonisotopic in situ hybridization on 10-m cryostat sections. Briefly, sections were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde/phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), washed with PBS, treated with proteinase K, acetylated, and prehybridized at room temperature for 2 hours in hybridization buffer (50% formamide, 5ϫ SSC, 5ϫ Denhardt solution, 250 g/mL baker's yeast RNA, and 500 g/mL salmon sperm DNA). The DIG-cRNA probe hybridization was performed overnight at 65°C. Immunologic detection was by anti-DIG antibody (anti-DIG-AP; Fab fragment; Roche), diluted 1:5000 in buffer (100 mM Tris [pH 7.5], 0.15 M NaCl). Visualization of the signal was by 4-nitro blue tetrazolium chloride/5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-phosphate (NBT/BCIP) staining. Sections were dehydrated and mounted in permanent mounting medium.
RESULTS
Microarray technology (Affymetrix) was used to identify genes that are differentially expressed between the LR and MR EOMs and between the two distinct layers of the MR muscle. Because nonhuman primate arrays are currently unavailable, the HG-U133 set of Affymetrix human arrays was used. Previous studies have validated the use of cross-species microarray hybridization when sequence homology is expected to be close. 20, 21 The HG-U133A and -B contain 22,283 and 22,645 probe sets, respectively, representative of ϳ33,000 well-substantiated human genes. The percentage of transcripts detected as present ranged from 33% to 39% for the U133A array and 20% to 22% for the U133B array for the amplified samples (human tissue samples normally show ϳ40% present with these arrays), indicating that a substantial fraction of probe sets were effective at transcript detection in the cross-species hybridization. Likewise, the nonamplified samples showed little variability among themselves in the percentage of transcripts marked as present, although the percentage present was consistently lower than that of the amplified, laser microdissected RNA samples (Supplemental Table 3 at www.iovs.org/cgi/content/full/45/9/ 3055/DC1). For this reason, all comparisons were restricted to the samples processed similarly. The microarray data for all the samples used in this study have been deposited as series GSE 907 in the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus Web-based data repository.
Our objectives were to determine differences in the gene expression patterns of the horizontal rectus muscles and to detect genes that are differentially expressed in the orbital and global muscle layers. Prior studies by us and by others have demonstrated the effectiveness of the Affymetrix MAS algorithm, including the requirement for consistent calls across all replicates. However, RMA methodology has recently been shown to provide higher specificity and sensitivity when using n-fold change analysis to detect differential expression versus MAS 5.0 and dChip. 18 To assure a minimum number of false positives, only those probe sets that were identified by both
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Comparison of Medial and Lateral Rectus Muscles
Both the MAS 5.0 and RMA analyses (Supplemental Table 4 at www.iovs.org/cgi/content/full/45/9/3055/DC1) showed that the two horizontal recti have nearly identical transcriptional profiles. Of the more than 39,000 transcripts probed in this study, only 13 were differentially expressed in LR versus MR comparisons (11 higher in LR and 2 higher in MR) when analyzed by MAS alone, and 12 transcripts were differentially expressed (11 higher in LR and 1 higher in MR) when analyzed by RMA alone. Nearly all (10/11) of the probe sets overexpressed in LR, but none of those underexpressed, were common to both analytic methods (Supplemental Table 4 ). The 10 transcripts with higher expression in LR represented four known genes: hemoglobin alpha 1, hemoglobin alpha 2, hemoglobin beta and calgranulin A, which is highly expressed in the cytosol of neutrophils and monocytes. All the known genes overexpressed in LR were then related to blood components.
Comparison of Orbital and Global Layers
Using the MAS 5.0 criteria, 337 transcripts exhibited different expression levels (Ն2-fold) between the EOM orbital and global layers (Supplemental Table 1 ); using RMA criteria, 210 transcripts were observed to have a twofold or more difference in expression levels between the two layers (Supplemental Table 2 ). We focused our attention on the 181 transcripts (representing 166 distinct genes or ESTs) common to both methods (Table 1) , as these exhibited the most robust expression differences and are likely to best define the two EOM layers. Of the orbital-layer-enriched genes with known functions, most belonged to three main categories: signaling, nucleic acid, and protein modification, and muscle related. Global-layer-enriched genes with known functions mainly sorted into transcription, signaling, transporter/channel, and muscle-related categories (Fig. 2B) . The subset of differentially expressed muscle-related transcripts was further subclustered to show the expression patterns across the two layers (Fig. 3) . We expected to find transcripts for known orbital/global differences in this list. Embryonic myosin (MYH3), which has been reported to be consistently higher in the orbital layer, was one of the most significant differences between orbital and global layers (ϳ9 -12-fold more in the orbital than in the global layer). Also, the orbital layer showed higher expression of several genes with roles in vascular development, such as Norrie disease (NDP) and endothelin receptor, consistent with the previously shown higher vasculature content of the orbital layer. 1 Overall, two interesting patterns of expression could be distinguished from the list of differentially enriched musclerelated genes. First, the orbital layer showed higher expression of muscle genes known to be expressed in slow muscle fiber types and lower expression of fast fiber type genes. The orbital layer showed higher expression of slow/␤-cardiac myosin (MYH7) and slow/cardiac troponin (TNNC1), which are present in slow fiber types of limb muscle, and lower expression of myosin binding protein C (MYBC2), tropomodulin 4 (TMOD4), and the actin filament cross-linking protein, alpha 3 actinin (ACTN3), which are specific to fast-twitch fibers of limb muscle. Adenosine monophosphate deaminase 1 (isoform M) (AMPD1), typically expressed at lower levels in slow muscles, also was lower in the orbital layer. By contrast, the expression of two transcripts, sarcolipin (SLN) and carbonic anhydrase 3 (CA3), did not fit the pattern of slow fiber traits in the orbital and fast traits in the global layer. Expression of sarcolipin, a SERCA1 modulator preferentially expressed in limb fast fiber types, was higher in the orbital layer. A prior immunocytochemistry report in human EOM has shown the expression of SERCA1 in all orbital layer fibers and most SIFs and some MIFs of the global layer, in contrast to limb muscle where SERCA1 is limited to fibers expressing fast myosin. 22 Likewise, the sulfonamide-resistant isoform of carbonic anhydrase (CA3) is normally expressed at higher levels in slow oxidative fibers, 23 but we detected higher expression in the global layer. Second, the orbital layer showed preferential expression of the cardiac muscle contractile elements, ␣-cardiac myosin (MYH6) and cardiac troponin (TNNT2). Previous immunohistochemistry studies have shown similar preferential presence of ␣-cardiac myosin in orbital multiply innervated fibers only or in both orbital and global multiply innervated fibers, depending on the species. 5,24 -26 Our data also suggest muscle-layer-specific expression patterns for some cytoskeletal components. Most of these relate to the organization of the Z-discs and thin filaments. Calponin 3 (CNN3), nebulette (NEBL), cysteine and glycine-rich protein 3 (cardiac LIM protein, CSRP3), and desmin (DES) were expressed at higher levels in the orbital layer, whereas ␣-actinin 3 (ACTN3) expression was higher in the global layer.
Some genes involved in myogenesis, or known to upregulate in denervated muscle or regenerating muscle, also exhibited muscle-layer-specific expression patterns. Those higher in global layer included aquaporin 1 (AQP1), known to be downregulated during myogenic differentiation; SPARC/osteonectin, a transcript essential for myoblast fusion and differentiation 27 ; osteopontin (SPP1), which is upregulated in regenerating muscle 28 ; and myostatin (GDF8), which negatively regulates skeletal muscle growth. Transcripts with higher expression in orbital layer included thrombospondin 4 (THBS4), which exhibits expression patterns that correlate with myogenesis and innervation status 29 ; follistatin, which promotes Pax-3 expression and thereby transiently delays muscle differentiation 30 ; and insulin-like growth factor binding protein (IGFBP3), which is a muscle growth stimulatory factor.
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Microarray Data Validation
Using qPCR, orbital-and global-layer-enriched genes were arbitrarily selected to validate the microarray data. PCR data were normalized using GAPDH. The results, presented in Table  2 , show that the expression patterns obtained with qPCR were consistent with the microarray results for all the 10 arbitrarily selected transcripts. Expression of one of the genes, adenosine monophosphate deaminase 1 (AMPD1), which catalyzes the deamination of adenosine monophosphate AMP to inosine monophosphate (IMP) in skeletal muscle and plays a critical role in energy metabolism was higher in the global layer. We also examined the differential expression of AMPD1 using an enzyme activity analysis. 32 The orbital layer fibers were almost devoid of adenylate deaminase reaction product (data not shown), which is consistent with a nearly threefold lower level of gene expression of AMPD1 in the orbital layer, as detected by both microarray and qPCR. Also, the expression differences 
for actinin 3 and CSRP3 were confirmed using both qPCR and in situ hybridization, which detected the actinin 3 isoform transcript only in the global layer fibers, whereas it detected the CSRP3 signal was only in the orbital layer (data not shown), consistent with the microarray data.
DISCUSSION
Prior gene expression profiling studies have established that EOM exhibits substantial modifications to the skeletal muscle prototype in adapting to its novel role in eye movement control. 16, 17, 33, 34 In the present study, we used LCM, linear RNA amplification, and genome-wide expression profiling technology to uncover a broad pattern of differential gene expression between the orbital and global layers of monkey MR muscles and between the two horizontal recti muscles. Data suggest that the orbital and global layers are nearly as different from one another as EOM is from other skeletal muscles. Of the transcripts screened, 181 (representing 167 distinct genes and ESTs) were identified as differentially expressed between orbital and global layers of the monkey MR muscle at the twofold level, and 14 of these differed by more than fivefold. This most likely is a conservative estimate of orbital-global differences, since the probes on the human microarrays used here do not always have exact sequence homology (yielding false negatives) with the monkey and we used a very stringent dataacceptance threshold. By contrast, the extremes of typical skeletal muscle, slow (red) versus fast (white), appear to exhibit only modest differences. 35 Although our findings concur with gene/protein expression data from the few prior reports of muscle layer specificity, thereby validating our approach, most of the transcripts identified as orbital or global layer enriched have not been previously reported. Taken together, these data support the emerging concept that the two EOM layers represent distinct functional compartments with fundamentally unique roles in eye movement control. Using the same analytical criteria, no significant differences were detected between MR and LR, consistent with their roles as antagonists in both conjugate and disjunctive horizontal gaze.
Patterned Sarcomeric Transcript Differences and Division of Labor
Our DNA microarray data show that the morphologic differences between orbital and global layers 1 are accompanied by distinctive gene expression profiles. We suggest that the patterned expression differences detected in our study can be attributed to the divergent functional roles of the two muscle layers. The active-pulley hypothesis states that each EOM has dual points of insertion: The global layer inserts on the globe to execute eye movements, whereas the orbital layer inserts on and positions the muscle pulley to determine each EOM's rotational axis. 36 Although this division of labor may not be black and white, because electrophysiological evidence indicates transmission of orbital layer muscle force to the muscle insertion, 37 some electromyographic (EMG) studies provide evidence that there may be musclelayer-specific oculomotor motor unit pools. 38 Global layer EMGs show pulse-step activity during saccades, the pulse opposing the formidable viscous load from the relaxing antagonist muscle and the step opposing an elastic load that is a consequence of eccentric fixation positions. By contrast, orbital layer EMGs show only the step change of activity during saccades. In addition, fibers in the orbital layer are nearly continuously active throughout the oculomotor range, whereas most global layer fibers become silent only slightly out of their field of action (i.e., on-direction). 39 A correlate of the active pulley hypothesis is that the orbital and global layer fibers must be adapted to very different mechanical loads. The muscle-layer-specific transcriptional data obtained in our study add to the understanding of the division of labor in EOM.
It is well established that the contractile protein profile of EOM is complex, including heterogeneous expression of multiple myosin heavy chain isoforms within individual muscle fibers and utilization of nearly all known striated muscle myosin isoforms within each EOM. 2-6,25,26,40 -43 In agreement with the orbital-global differences in fiber type composition, the contractile protein isoforms were prominent among tran- scripts with muscle layer specificity. For example, our microarray data are in agreement with prior reports of enrichment of embryonic (MYH3) myosin in the orbital layer fibers 3, 25, 26, 42 and with the expression of EOM-specific myosin (MYH13) in both muscle layers. 4, 44 The finding of higher expression of slow myosin (MYH7) and troponin (TNNC1 and TNNT2) and ␣-cardiac (MYH6) myosin transcripts in the orbital layer correlates with a higher proportion of multiply innervated fibers The two independent replicates of each layer are represented. The scale at the top denotes normalized expression levels (red, high expression; blue, low expression). (B) Functional grouping of the differentially expressed genes for EOM layers. One hundred three transcripts were identified with twofold or higher expression in the orbital layer and 78 had higher expression in the global layer. Genes with unknown functions and those that could not be assigned to one of the functional categories were classified as other. Fig. 2 ). Note the concordance in the expression levels between the two replicates of each layer for most probes. There has not yet been a direct physiologic assessment of the relative contractile properties of the EOM orbital and global layers. However, in addition to the distribution of contractile protein transcripts noted earlier, expression levels of other sarcomeric proteins support the concept that orbital and global layers differ in contraction speed. The fast-twitch fiber myosin binding protein, tropomodulin (TMOD4), and ␣-actinin-3 (ACTN3) were expressed at considerably higher levels (Ͼ7-fold) in the global layer. ␣-Actinin-3 associates with Z-discs of fast-twitch fibers and may aid in generation of forceful contractions at high velocity. 45 Taken together, the distribution of ACTN3 and other sarcolemmal proteins represents an adaptation to the functional requirements of the two muscle layers: fast, but transient, muscle contractions in the global layer for eye movement and slower, but sustained, contractions in the orbital layer for pulley positioning and movement. The sustained activity of the orbital layer is reflected in high myofiber oxidative capacity and vascularity. We did not, however, detect significant transcriptional evidence of layer differences in mitochondrial content or fatigability either here or in our prior studies comparing whole EOM with hindlimb muscle. 16, 17, 34 This finding may reflect the relative importance of transcriptional versus translational control mechanisms in regulation of myofiber energetics. 46, 47 Usually, muscle fiber types are defined on the basis of contraction velocity and fatigue resistance. We have shown that the EOM expression signature is fundamentally distinct from that of other skeletal muscle, but most differentially expressed transcripts are not directly related to the contraction velocity-fatigability properties that are basic determinants of fiber type. 16, 17, 34 A similar theme was apparent in the data in our study, since nearly all of the orbital-or global-layer-enriched transcripts could not be linked to myofiber contractile or energy metabolism traits. Instead, orbital-global gene expression differences included a range of functions, such as cell signaling and cytoskeleton and extracellular matrix components. Layer specificity in these particular protein classes suggests that the sarcolemmal organization and mechanisms for transfer of force from sarcomere to tendon may differ in the two muscle layers. The novel sparing of EOMs in the dystrophin-glycoprotein complex-based muscular dystrophies, including the differential response of orbital and global layers in dystrophin-and utrophin-deficient mice, 48 supports the concept of muscle group and layer specialization in cytoskeletal and extracellular matrix proteins.
Further dissection of the significant laminar differences in signal transduction transcripts may yield insights into the regulation of orbital-global layer phenotypes. At the extreme, we detected orbital layer enrichment of several signal transduction transcripts that are traditionally considered to be retina-specific (PDC, NDP, and RGS1.6) but apparently have been adopted to serve a unique, but as yet not understood, role in EOM. Also, orbital layer showed higher expression of neuroserpin and tissue plasminogen activator (PLAT). Neuroserpin is a protease inhibitor secreted by axons in the synaptic region, where it controls plasminogen activator activity, and it is widely expressed in brain, particularly during the period of synaptic specification and refinement. 49 As knowledge of the molecular and cell biology, biochemistry, and physiology of EOM layers and fiber types accumulates, integrated models of EOM function that account for the diversity of traits identified in this study will become possible.
Retention of Embryonic Traits in the Orbital Layer and Identification of a Putative Regulatory Mechanism
The developmental myosin heavy chain isoforms (MYH3 and MYH8) are present during transitional states during skeletal myogenesis and are subsequently replaced by adult fast-twitch myosin isoforms. Expression of developmental myosin heavy chain isoforms by adult limb muscles is pathologic and is interpreted as evidence of either on-going regeneration or * Forward and reverse primer sequences used for qPCR. † Microarray expression changes (n-fold) represent the average of two independent replicates of orbital layer versus global layer, calculated using RMA. qPCR data represent the mean of triplicate analyses, using the forward and reverse primers indicated. For both microarray and qPCR data, positive changes denote higher expression in the orbital layer. arrested muscle development. By contrast, MYH3 is normally expressed in the orbital layer of adult EOMs. 3, 25, 42 Several other embryonic traits are preferentially retained by orbital layer fiber types, including the embryonic ␥-acetylcholine receptor subunit at singly innervated fibers (SIFs) and multiply innervated fibers (MIFs) neuromuscular junctions 7 and neural cell-adhesion molecule and ␤1-syntrophin on the extrasynaptic sarcolemma. 50, 51 We extend the same theme by showing orbital layer enrichment of transcripts that are typically upregulated in regenerating or denervated muscle, such as thrombospondin 4 29 and follistatin. 52 Follistatin has also been shown to be a negative regulator of myostatin. 53 The lower expression of myostatin (GDF8), which negatively regulates skeletal muscle growth, in the orbital layer extends the breadth of orbital layer transcripts that may be part of the same theme. It has been suggested that the EOMs are constantly remodeling as part of requisite repair mechanisms for this highly active muscle, 54, 55 but there is no evidence that this process is responsible for the large-scale, continuous expression of embryonic traits in the orbital layer. Although the retention of embryoniclike properties likely has adaptive value for orbital layer fiber types, the identity of the responsible regulatory mechanisms represents a central unresolved question in the EOM biology.
A plausible mechanism for regulation of embryonic traits in orbital layer fiber types emerged from the patterned variations in gene expression seen in this study. The orbital layer shows higher expression of some critical Z-line assembly and structure-related transcripts. One transcript expressed at higher levels (approximately fivefold) in the orbital layer is cardiac muscle LIM protein (CSRP3), which is a component of the Z-disc. CSRP3 is an essential part of a complex that triggers downstream effector pathways after mechanical stretch of striated muscle. 56 Regulation of gene transcription by stretching is a highly conserved function in both cardiac and skeletal muscle. This stretch-regulated signaling cascade triggers a hypertrophic program that leads to an increase in sarcomeres and upregulates genes normally expressed only at embryonic or fetal stages. 57 The differential expression of CSRP3 (higher in the orbital layer fibers) may mechanistically couple the continuous load of the pulley elastic tissues to the maintained expression of multiple embryonic muscle traits in the orbital layer of adult EOM. The orbital layer enrichment of four and a half LIM domains 1 (FHL1; also known as SLIM1) s corroborates the stretch-related upregulation of genes, since induction of FHL1 mRNA expression has been associated with postnatal skeletal muscle growth and stretch-induced muscle hypertrophy.
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SUMMARY
Skeletal muscle fiber traits are not static, but rather adapt to the loads and activation patterns that they experience. Taken together, the transcriptional differences identified herein between the orbital and global layers reflect the different loads and usage patterns for the two layers, as predicted by the active pulley hypothesis. We further propose that the retention of embryonic traits in the orbital layer is a consequence of its load acting through a CSRP3 signal transduction cascade. The magnitude and breadth of the orbital-global layer expression differences strongly suggests that oculomotor control systems may drive two distinct motor output pathways, each comprising separate motoneurons and muscle fibers, one output path adapted to determining pulley position and the other to movement of the eye. Muscle group differences in gene expression also have been associated with differing response to disease, 59, 60 suggesting that transcriptional differences between the orbital and global layers may confer differential sensitivity to metabolic and neuromuscular disease.
